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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the space & of homogeneous polynomials of degree d in the vari- 
ables x,y, with complex coefficients. The group G = SL(2, C) acts linearly on Rd. 
Moreover, every Rd is a simple, rational G-module, and every rational G-module 
decomposes uniquely as a direct sum of Rd’s; see e.g. [Spl] 3.2. So the multi- 
plicity of R, in the n-th symmetric power Sn& is well-defined; denote it by 
[S”Rd : RP]. A closed formula for the generating function 
E [S”& : R,]z” := F&(z) 
n=O 
was obtained by T.A. Springer; see [Sp2]. The proof relies on Molien-Weyl’s 
formula, which expresses Fde(z) as an integral over a maximal compact subtorus 
of G. 
In this paper, we explain Springer’s formula by properties of B-modules, 
where B denotes the subgroup of upper triangular matrices in G. Recall that 
[S”& : R,] is the dimension of the space of eigenvectors of B in S”Rd, with 
weight e. We construct a resolution of S”& by injective B-modules. In this re- 
solution, the subcomplex of eigenvectors of B with a fixed non-negative weight e 
is exact; so we express the multiplicity [S”Rd : R,] as an alternating sum, and we 
recover Springer’s result. More generally, we construct a B-injective resolution of 
any G-module SxRd, where X is a partition, and S, V is the simple, polynomial 
GL( V )-module associated to X; see [Las] 1.3 or $3 below. This leads quickly to a 
closed formula for the generating function 
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5 [SARd : R,]zd := F&?(z). 
d=O 
In particular, the function Fxp is rational. Moreover, if e 5 n - 3, then 
Fxe(z-‘) = (-l)“~*F~‘x,~(z) 
where A’ denotes the conjugate partition. In the case where e = 0, these formulas 
have been obtained by T. Tambour, in a more combinatorial way; see [Tam] p. 
159-165. 
Our methods can be extended to analyse the decomposition of Sx V into simple 
G-modules, where G is any semisimple group, and V is any simple G-module. 
However, the statements and proofs become much more technical in this gen- 
erality; therefore, the case of G = SL(2, C) deserves a special treatment. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON B-MODULES 
The results of this section are well-known, and hold in a more general set-up; 
we present them for completeness. 
Denote by U (resp. T ) the subgroup of unipotent (resp. diagonal) matrices in 
B. The coordinate y is an eigenvector of B, and its weight generates the character 
group of B (or T). Set xy-’ := U, and denote by A the algebra of polynomial 
functions in U. Then B acts on A, where U (resp. T ) acts on u by translation 
(resp. by the weight 2). 
We will work in the category of rational, but possibly infinite-dimensional, 
B-modules. For example, A is such a B-module. For any B-module M, and any 
integer j, we denote by yjA4 the tensor product of M and of the one-dimensional 
B-module with weight j (i.e. with the submodule Cyj of Rj when j 2 0). 
Lemma 2.1. For any B-module M, the B-module A 8 M is injective. Moreover, 
any injective B-module is a direct sum of modules of the form yjA. 
Proof. Observe that A is the algebra of regular functions on the homogeneous 
space B/T. Hence, for any B-module N, we have isomorphisms: 
HomB(N, A 63 M) = HomB(N, C[B/T] @ M) cv Homr(N, M). 
Therefore, the functor HomB( , A @I M) is exact. 0 
Recall that any non-zero B-module contains eigenvectors of B. Therefore, any 
injective B-module is a direct sum of injective hulls of one-dimensional B-mod- 
ules. On the other hand, Cyj is a B-submodule of yjA, and any eigenvector of B 
in yjA is a scalar multiple of yj; therefore, yjA is the injective hull of Cyj. 
Lemma 2.2. For any integer A > 0, the B-module Rd has an injective resolution 
by 
O+Rd-‘ydA+y pd-2 A --+ 0. 
Proof. Identify the B-module ypdRd with the subspace of A consisting of poly- 
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nomials of degree at most d. Then the quotient space A/ypdRd has a basis 
(ej)j>d+l such that each ej is an eigenvector of T, of weight -2j. Moreover, X 
acts on A/Y-~R~ by X . ej = jej_ 1 for j > d + 2, and X. ed+ i = 0. Therefore, 
we can identify A/yedRd with the B-module Y-*~-~A, by sending ej to 
( d;*)Uj-d-i. 0 
For any B-module M, set H’(B, M ) := MB (the space of invariants of B in 
A4 ). The functor M + H’(B, A4 ) is left exact, and it leads to cohomology 
groups H’(B, M) for i > 1; see e.g. [CE] Chapter V. 
Lemma 2.3. (i) For any B-module M, and any i > 2, we have: H’(B, M) = 0. 
(ii) For any G-module M, andfor any integer j, the dimension of H O(B, yjM ) 
(resp. H1 (B, y’M )) is equal to [M : R-j] (resp. [M : Rj -21). 
Proof. (i) The B-module A4 has an increasing filtration such that U acts trivially 
on each subquotient. Therefore, using the long exact sequence of cohomology, we 
may assume that A4 is a trivial U-module. By decomposing M into eigenspaces 
of T, we may even assume that M = Cyj for some integer j. Now, by Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2, we have an injective resolution in two steps 
0 + cy’ +yjA+yj-*A+0 
hence H’(B, Cyj) = 0 for i > 2. 
(ii) We may asssume that M = Rd for some d. From the injective resolution 
0’ +yJRd+yJ+dAiyj-d-2A +o 
we obtain isomorphisms 
H”(B, y&) N ( Y~+~A)~ and H’(B,yjRd) 2 (yjpdp2A)B. 
But Au is the trivial B-module, hence the assertion. 0 
3. PARTITIONS AND SCHUR FUNCTORS 
A partition X of n is a decreasing sequence (XI, X2, . .) of non-negative integers 
with sum n; we set n = 1x1. We denote by (n) the partition (n, O,O, .). The con- 
jugate partition of X is X’ = (Xl,, Ai, . .) such that Xi is the number of j’s with 
Xj > i. We have: IX’] = n, and (n)’ = (1”). 
To any partition X of n is associated an irreducible character xx of the sym- 
metric group S,; see [Mac] 1.7. We denote by [X] a simple &-module with char- 
acter xx. For any finite-dimensional vector space I’, the group GL( V) x S, acts 
on VgSn, and there is a decomposition of GL( V) x &-modules: 
where each S, I’ is a simple polynomial GL( I’)-module; see e.g. [Las] 1.3. We 
have: SX V # 0 if and only if Xi = 0 for any i > dim( V ) Moreover, SC,) V (resp. 
SC,.) V) is the symmetric power S” V (resp. the alternated power A”I’). 
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Every simple, polynomial GL( V)-module is isomorphic to a unique SX V, and 
every polynomial GL( V)-module is completely reducible. As a consequence, for 
any partitions X, p and V, we have non-negative integers c,& such that 
Moreover, the ‘Littlewood-Richardson’ coefficients ciU do not depend on V 
when dim( I’) > 1~1 + 1~1. We refer to [Mac] I.6 for the determination of these 
coefficients. 
The assignment V + Sx V extends to a functor from the category of vector 
spaces into itself: the Schur functor associated with X. 
We will need the following well-known result (see [Las] Lemma 1.9.1). 
Lemma 3.1. For any exact sequence of vector spaces 
O-+D-+E+F-+O 
andfor any partition A, there is a natural exact sequence 
O~SxD~SxE~~c,:S,E~F~... 
Proof. First we treat the case where X = (n); then we have a version of the 
Koszul complex 
O~S”D~S”E_,S”-‘E~F--t...~S”-jE~A’F + . . . 
+ A”F + 0. 
Now choose a vector space V of dimension at least n, and consider the exact 
sequence 
Then the Koszul complex is a GL( V )-equivariant resolution of S”(D @ V) 
whose j-th term is S “-j(E @ V ) 8 Aj(F @ V ). The result follows by considering 
the isotypical component of type SxV in this complex; namely, we have iso- 
morphisms of GL( V )-modules: 
P(E@V)z @ S,E@S,V and Aq(F@V)? @ &F@S,V 
/PI =P I4=q 
(see e.g. [Las] 1.7). 0 
4. A RESOLUTION OF S&j BY INJECTIVE B-MODULES 
Recall that A denotes the algebra of polynomial functions in tl = xy-‘. 
Lemma 4.1. For any partition X of n, andfor any non-negative integer d, we have 
an exact sequence of B-modules: 
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0 + SXRd i yd”SxA -i yd(“-2)P2 $ &.$A @A + . . . 
~ yd(n-2j)-2j $ ,$,,A @&A -+ . . + y++*)“&,A + 0. 
Iv/ =.i 
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemmas 2.2 and 3.1. 0 
Now let us describe the B-module SAA. The group B acts diagonally on A”“: 
moreover, A Nn identifies with C[ut, . . . , IA,]. The symmetric group S, acts on 
C[U,, . . , un] by permuting the variables; the actions of S, and B commute. 
Therefore, B x S, acts on the space R of &-harmonic polynomials (i.e. elements 
of C[ut , . . , un] which are annihilated by any homogeneous, S,-invariant differ- 
ential operator with constant coefficients). So, for any partition X of n, there ex- 
ists a B-module 7f~ such that 
as a B x &-module. We denote by HA the B-module obtained from l-t~ by keep- 
ing the action of T, and letting U act trivially. 
Lemma 4.2. For any partition X ofn, we have an isomorphism of B-modules 
SxA=A[e2,...,e,]@H~x 
where each ej is an eigenvector of B, of weight -2 j. 
Proof. Recall that the multiplication in C[ut , , un] induces an isomorphism: 
C[U,, . ) u,lSn @ 1-I + C[ut,. . , U,] 
(see e.g. [Kos]). This isomorphism is B x S,-equivariant, hence an isomorphism 
of B-modules: 
Moreover, the algebra C[ut , , u~]‘~ is freely generated by tl := 
nP1(ul +...+u,), and by the elementary symmetric functions in the variables 
uI - U; call them e2,. , e,. Therefore, the B-module SAA is isomorphic to 
A @I C[ez, . , e,] @ ‘HA. We conclude by Lemma 2.1. 0 
Theorem 4.3. For any partition X of n, we have an injective resolution of the B- 
module SARA : 
0 + s,& + y”“A[ez,. ,e,] @ HA + . 
~Yd’n-2i’~2’A[e~,...,e,_j]~A[f~,...,fj]~ @ c,$,H,@H,,+.. 
ly/ =i 
+Y -(di2)nA[e2,. . , e,] @I HA, + 0 
where ej andfi are eigenvectors of B, of weight -2 j. 
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Proof. This follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2, together with Lemma 2.1. 0 
Corollary 4.4. For any partition X of n andfor any integers d > 0 and e, there is a 
complex 
Y dn-eC[e2,. . . , e,] @ HA 
+,.,--by d(n-2j)-2j-eA[e2,. . ,e,_j,f2,. ,fi] GS ,fj c~“H, @ H,J 
” 
+...+y -(d+2)n-eC[e2,. . . , cd] C3 HX -+ 0 
whose homology is concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. Moreover, the dimension of the 
zero (resp.$rst) homology group is [SARd : R,] (resp. [SARd : R-, -21). 
Proof. From the theorem above, we obtain an injective resolution of the B- 
module y-‘SxRd. We conclude by Lemma 2.3. 0 
5. A GENERALIZATION OF SPRINGER’S FORMULA 
Recall that 3-1 denotes the space of &-harmonic polynomials in C[ui , . . , un], 
and tin is its isotypical component of type [A]. Then N,J is a finite-dimensional T- 
module, where T acts on each uj with weight -2. We set: 
PA(Z) = C dim’Flx(j)z- 2j 
where 7f,~(j) is the subspace of weightj in H,J. In particular, we have: P(,)(z) = 1 
and P(i.) (z) = z”(” - l). More generally, we have: 
PA(Z) = z + - i)fY~(,“) (z -2) 
where KxP are the q-Kostka polynomials; see [GP] and [Mac] 111.6. 
For any integer j > 0, we denote by @j the trace of the field extension 
C(zj) c C(z), divided by j. More concretely, @j(z”) is equal to z”h ifj divides n, 
and to 0 otherwise; moreover, @j is C(zj )-linear. 
Proposition 5.1. For any partition X of n, andfor any non-negative integer e, the 
generating function 
w 
Fx,(z) = c [SARd : R+ 
d 
d=O 





z2j+$, (1 - z2Y ;$ (1 - zZi)-i c c;J$(z)~U!(z,). 
/VI =j 
If moreover e < n - 3, then we have: 
Fxe(z-‘) = (-~)“z~F~J~(z). 
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Proof. From Corollary 4.4, it follows that [S& : &] is the coefficient of z?‘, or 
of -z~+~, in the power series expansion of 
j$O (-l) 
jZ-d(n-2j)+2jj-Aj(Z) 
where we set: 
.fAj(Z) = (1 - Z2) ;cl (1 - z2i)-1 r!i (l - z2i)-1 , Ej Ciu PpCz) Pvf(Z). 
u 
Moreover, if zpe occurs in zpd(n-2j)+2jfXj(z), then -e > -d(n - 2j) + 2j be- 
cause fAj is defined at 0. Therefore, we have: n - 2 j > 0, hence 
F&(z) = C (-l)'@fi-2j(Z '+'jfAj(Z)). 
O<jcn/2 
The first assertion follows. 
In the same way, if zef2 occurs in ~-~@-~j)+~jf~~(z), then n - 2j > 0 pro- 
vided that e 5 n - 3. So we have: 
FA,(z) = -O<,Gn,Z (-l)j@n-2j(Z-e-2+2jfij(Z)). 
_ 
Moreover, it is easily checked that 
fAj(Z-') = (-l)“+ 1Z2n-2fAy(Z) 
and therefore, FA,(z-l) is equal to: 
= (-1)" C (-l)‘@n_2j(Z e+2n-2jfA'i(Z)) 
O<j<n/2 
= (F1)"z20cz.,2 (-l)j@Rp2j(Ze+2jfA~(Z)) = (-1)“Z2Fxfe(Z). 0 
_ 
In the case where X = (n), we have for 0 < j 5 n: 
C CiuPp,(Z)Pvr(Z) = Pcj)(Z)P[ll)(Z) =Zj(j-') 
I4=j 





b (1 _z2i)-lnff (1 _z2i)-i). 
i=l i=2 
Springer’s original result (see [Sp2]) follows now from Hermite’s reciprocity law: 
[S”Rd : R,] = [SdR, : Re]. In fact, both sides are equal to the number of parti- 
tions of (nd - e)/2 in at most d parts of size at most n (Cayley-Sylvester’s for- 
mula, see e.g. [Spl]). Let us recover this formula and extend it to the computation 
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of [A’& : R,]. The case where e = 0 is due to T. Tambour, see [Tam] p. 170. Our 
proof is shorter; it follows Sylvester’s original argument, see [Syl]. 
Notations being as in [Mac] 1.1, denote by (A; d, m) the number of tableaux of 
shape X and weight (j0,ji,. . ,jd) for some (d + I)-tuple (j0, ji, . , jd) of non- 
negative integers such that ji + 2 jz + . . . + djd = m. 
Proposition 5.2. For any partition X of n, andfor any non-negative integers d and 
e, we have: 
[SxRd : R,] = (A; d, (nd - e)/2) - (A; d, (nd - e - 2)/2) 
Proof. For any integer j, denote by (A’,&) (j ) the T-eigenspace of weight j in 
S,&. Observe that any generator of the Lie algebra of U maps (S,&) (j ) to 
(SARd)( j + 2), and that this map is surjective for j 2 -1; see e.g. [Bou] VIII 91.2. 
Therefore, we have: 
dim(Sx&)(e) - dim(S,&)(e + 2) = dim(Sx&)(e)U = [SARd : R,]. 
But it follows from [Mac] I.5 that the dimension Of (S,&)(e) is (A; d, (nd - e)/2). 
In particular, (n; d, m) is the number of (d + 1)-tuples of non-negative integers 
(j0,ji, . . . ,jd) such that j0 + ji + +jd = 12 and ji t 2 jz + + djd = ?n, i.e. the 
number of partitions of m in at most d parts of size at most n. So we recover the 
Cayley-Sylvester formula. 
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